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Swisspod, a start-up developing an ultra-high-speed
ground transportation system, targets €500,000 on
SeedBlink
The founders are SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition winners. They started working on
developing the 5th mode of transportation following a discussion with Elon Musk.

● Investors include Seldor Capital - a Venture Capital firm that finances start-ups in the
space technologies industry

● The Swiss Government, Global Logistic Providers, and European and International
Authorities are endorsing Swisspod

Swisspod Technologies, a Swiss-American start-up developing Hyperloop, an ultra-high-speed,
emission-free, intracontinental transportation solution for passengers and cargo, targets
€500,000 on SeedBlink, an investment platform for European start-ups. The equity
crowdfunding campaign starts on November 24th. The company will use the investment for
research and development, early production validation, and commercial rollout.

Denis Tudor (CEO) and Cyril Dénéréaz (CTO) - The Co-Founders of Swisspod  - link to download
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The total round Swisspod is targeting is €1.1 million. The company already attracted as investors Seldor
Capital — a Venture Capital firm that finances start-ups in the space technologies industry, and Robert
Karsunky — Head of Pharma at Novartis Latin America & Canada.

A company created by two young entrepreneurs to streamline freight transport

Swisspod was created in 2019 by two SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition winners — Denis Tudor (CEO),
and Cyril Dénéréaz (CTO). Following a conversation with Elon Musk, co-founder and CEO of SpaceX, the
two young engineers decided they wanted to build the most efficient, affordable, and sustainable
high-speed transportation solution.

Using Hyperloop technology, Swisspod develops a novel intracontinental freight transportation solution
called SWIPT, consisting of a dynamically adjusted pressure environment, dedicated infrastructure
through which electric vehicles transport palletized goods. As an electric and energy autonomous
transport solution, it addresses the issues of carbon emissions, energy consumption, traffic, and
capacity while aiming to transform the fragmented logistics architecture into an open, standardized, and
automated network.

"Our system architecture reduces rail system costs by an order of magnitude and makes the project
economically feasible. In the long term, we are focused on implementing our commercialization strategy
and entering new markets. We are currently focusing on developing SWIPT, our hyperloop platform for
freight transportation, and demonstrating the product's viability for market deployment. The following
steps will include identifying a pilot route for our Hyperloop solution, catalyzing private and political
interest in building it, and establishing partnerships with early adopters in the logistics market”, says Denis
Tudor, the CEO of Swisspod.

"Swisspod is a revolutionary technology company that addresses a major transport and energy issue at a
key moment for Europe. From the beginning, we were excited by Denis' vision and ambition to tackle all the
challenges that an infrastructure project of this scale brings, and it is a joy to meet Romanian founders
who dare to dream so far. Private investors can now contribute to their development through SeedBlink",
said Laurențiu Ghenciu, SeedBlink Chief Business Officer.

Partnerships and objectives

Its substantial breakthroughs made toward commercializing Hyperloop enabled Swisspod to develop
solid partnerships with private and public institutions worldwide. The company benefits from the support
of Logistic Providers in Germany, Belgium, and Switzerland, Swiss Federal, Regional and Academic
Institutions as well as European and International Authorities in the field.
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The Swiss Government has also endorsed Swisspod, by providing the company with two grants in less
than a year through the Innosuisse funding programs. The first grant was assigned for building the
world’s first circular testing Hyperloop infrastructure, in Lausanne, Switzerland, and the innovative
propulsion system for high speeds on long distances. The grant was received in 2021, in partnership with
The Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne and The School of Engineering and Management
Vaud. Recently the Swiss government decided to extend the funding period to support R&D activities for
the project in Switzerland until 2025.

The second grant from the Swiss Government was allocated to support the R&D efforts for developing a
more efficient Vibration Monitoring System for Hyperloop, and was received in collaboration with the
University of Applied Sciences Haute Ecole ARC.

In parallel, Swisspod is building a full-scale Hyperloop infrastructure in the U.S., where they will test their
product for freight transportation. The product will be ready in up to 3 years. The infrastructure is being
developed with Swisspod’s partners from MxV Rail, a leading U.S. research and testing center with vast
expertise in rail-guided vehicles. The final construction will cover an area of approximately 162,000
square meters, about half the size of the Romanian Parliament building's surface, and 7 times larger than
the base area of the Colosseum in Italy.

__

About Swisspod

Swisspod is a Swiss-American transportation technology company leading the development of the most
sustainable, efficient, and comprehensive Hyperloop solution. The company was founded in 2019 by
Denis Tudor, CEO, and Cyril Dénéréaz, CTO, two multiple-award winners of the SpaceX Hyperloop
Competition.

Swisspod aims to change the way people travel by connecting every major city using sustainable,
carbon-neutral, energy-efficient, and high-speed transportation solutions. The company envisions a
continental map of connections between major cities that will facilitate collaboration, accelerate human
progress, and create a more prosperous future for the generations to come.

For more information, visit www.swisspod.ch and follow Swisspod on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, and YouTube for ongoing updates.

About SeedBlink

SeedBlink is a tech specialized venture investment platform that enables business leaders to fund
top-tier European tech startups and scale-ups alongside established institutional investors. SeedBlink’s

Swisspod Technologies SA

Route de Clos-Donroux 1
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http://www.swisspod.ch
http://www.linkedin.com/company/swisspod
http://www.facebook.com/swisspod
https://www.instagram.com/swisspod/
http://www.twitter.com/swisspod
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5ks5M5fCOgYJpLVCHukFSw
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mission is to build an efficient investment infrastructure for individual and institutional investors to work
together to fund innovative European technology companies. 

SeedBlink Crowd SA is registered in the Register of the Romanian Financial Supervisory Authority (ASF),
under number PJR28FSFPR/400001 as of 03.11.2022. SeedBlink has its registered office in Bucharest,
Sector 2, str. Ing. George Constantinescu, Nr. 4B and 2-4, Building A, Floor 6, rooms 601,602 and 603.
Contact at tel: + 40 0724 327 754 or email: press@seedblink.com. We invite you to read the essential
investment information sheets at project or platform level before investing in the platform. The
information is available in Romanian and English and can be accessed on the official website at
www.seedblink.com.
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Contact Information

Madalina Stoicescu
Head of Marketing
Swisspod Technologies
madalina@swisspod.ch
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